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I Cyrus E. Dallin American Sculptor 0,.,Hj A Product of the Great West, Whose Work Ranks Among the Best in the New World

CYRUS B. DALLIN, the American sculptor, has
of Important commissions, some of

&H which aro nearly finished and others almost ready
H foi delivery. Notable among these are the statue
H of Ann Hutchinson and the statue of Massasoit,
H the Indian. The former has "been ordered by the
H women's clubs of Ala sachusetts together with
H some prominent Bostoi, men who have subscribed
H to the project. The Massasoit statue has been
H ordered by the town of Plymouth, Mass., and will

VXVJ be set up overlooking Plymouth bay, the waters
H of which ripple about the spot where the Pilgrims
H Hist set foot in the New World.
H Few American sculptors have shown such ver- -

satllity and originality in their work, and not
H many have received such honors in important
H commissions as Mr. Dallin. He is one of the few
H sculptors whose work is accepted by the Paris
H Salon without competition before a jury of ar- -

H tists. He has been honored bv gold medals from
H the American Art Association, the St Louis Expo.
H sition, and medals from the World's Columbian
H Exposition, the Paris Exposition of 1900, and the

Vfl n Exposition.
KM Sprlngvi le, Utah, was his birthplace, but the
&M entire Rocky Mountain region indeed the whole

H Great West can claim him as a son. For his best
H works visualise in a large degree the Great West
H especially that part of it so well known to the
H early pioneers the American Indian. His inaster- -

H piopps are Indian studies.
H Seldom does a painter or sculptor reproduce
H the psychology of a race in his work with such
H delicacy, fidelity and strength as. does Mr. Dallin.
H Particularly is this true of painters and f jlp.ois
H who essay this half-extin- race, the Nort Amer- -

H ican Indian, which lives in mythology and legend,
H but is rapidly passing from view. "It is a cu- -

H rious tact," says an eastern writer, that as the
VlYJ wonderful physical vigor of the Indian race has

H declined, a corresponding respect for its pcetry
H and romance, for its one time strength and en- -

H durance has developed and grown in the public

PS mind."
H Mr. Dallin has approached this great subject

&H with an understanding and a feeling that is for- -

H eign to many artists. One Las but to see his
H great equestrian statue, "The Appeal to the Great
H Spirit," now occupying a place of honor in front
H of the Museum of Fine Arts," to apprecia e this
H tact The Indian has stopped his horse and with
H arms, head and soul uplifted, is appealing to the
H Great Spirit Virility and sublimity, physical and
H spiritual torce are expressed in every line of the
H upturned lace and in the poise of the body. Mr.
H Dallin's "Passing of the Red Man" is an another
H expressive and impressive '.vork. One instinct- -

H ively pictures this group out in the wilderness of
H their once undisputed territory, when civilization
H has swept in around them and this is the last

WM moment which they have alone with themselves

h and their God. The sculptor expresses in the
H arms and hands, in the body poses of his Indians
H almost as much as in their faces. This is notably
H true of his statue of "The Medicine Man," now

HI in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia. Says a Boston
H art critic: "Mr. Dallin must have lived very close
H to the heart of his subject to have vitalized and
H spirited it as he does "

H Among the great sculptures that were shown in
H the Paris Salon of 1909 no one group created so

profound an impression as Dallin's "Appeal to
the Great Spirit." Already famous at that time

H for his work of this character, this great work
H in bronze gave him an international name, and
M when he was honored with the much coveted
H salon gold medal, he was stamped as one of the

jBj world's great sculptors. When the work was
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ilnally brought to America, it was Bet up for
a time on outdoor exhibition in front of the Bos-
ton Museum of Fine Arts. Here it attracted tre-
mendous attention, with the result that a sub-
scription fund was opened, headed by Henry K.
L. Higglnson, the Boston banker, a number of
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other prominent bankers, and architects
to the statue for the city of The
fund was secured and the statue is now
the property of the city. Chicago also possesses
a specimen of his work, of Peace,"
purchased in 1894. has Pioneer

and "The Angel," in the
Temple. There is an equestrian statue, "The
Cavalryman," at Hanover, Pa , and a bronze sol-

diers' monument at Syracuse, N. In the Con-

gressional Library at Washington is a portrait
statue of Sir Isaac Newton, while the Col- -

lege of Pharmacy has a portrait bust of War-
ren B. Potter, with the representing
chemistry.

It is perhaps Mr. Dallin's work
should greater in the east
than in native west, although an easterner
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would expect to find western communities vying
with each other to do him honor and to secure
specimens of his work. However, most of his
life has been spent in the east since he began
the study of art Born at Springville, Utah, No
vember 22, 1861, he came to Boston to study after
his education in the Springville school. Then he
went to Paris and studied at the Ecole des Beaux
Arts, and Julien Academy, Paris, and under
Henri Michrnl Chapu. He was married at Boston
in 1891 to ictoria Colonna Murray and then
spent much time abroad. It was while Buffalo
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